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Touch 
NEXT 
to proceed through the ballot
Or touch 
BACK
to return to a previous page
To select a candidate, touch the candidate’s name. The touch 
screen system prevents you from voting for more candidates  
for a single office than is allowed. 
To enter a write-in candidate touch the WRITE-IN BOX. A 
keyboard will appear. Enter your candidate’s name and touch 
ACCEPT. Your candidate’s name will appear on the ballot.
After completing the last ballot page, touch REVIEW and  
read over your selections carefully.
To CHANGE a selection, touch the box next to your original 
candidate to deselect, and then touch the box next to your  
new selection.
This completes  
the voting process.
For more information,  
visit: scVOTES.org
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A poll worker will activate your ballot by 
inserting a Personal Electronic Ballot (PEB) 
device into the appropriate slot.
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2.  Press CONFIRM to record 
your vote.
1.  Press EITHER the flashing RED 
VOTE button at the top of the 
machine, or the flashing GREEN 
CHECK box on the screen. 
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FOLLOW SCVOTES ON FACEBOOK & TWITTER.
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTION COMMISSION  
1122 LADY STREET, SUITE 500        
COLUMBIA, SC 29201
803.734.9060
For more voter registration and elections information 
contact your county voter registration and elections 
office or visit: scVOTES.org.
Ask your county voter registration and elections 
office for literature on any of the following topics:
  Voting in South Carolina
  Voter Registration in South Carolina 
  Absentee Voting in South Carolina
  Access for All Voters in South Carolina
REV.2016
Accurate
Secure
Fast
  To vote, simply touch the screen.
  Accessible voting machines feature an audio ballot, 
headphones and Braille-embossed buttons for voters who 
are blind or visually impaired. Machine  portability enables 
curbside and tabletop voting. 
  The touch screen voting system allows you to review your 
ballot and to make changes.
  The touch screen voting system prevents you from voting for 
more candidates for a single office than is allowed. 
  The touch screen voting system is not connected to a 
computer network or the Internet, preventing any hacking or 
manipulation of your votes. 
  In the case of an election recount, the entire election process 
can be replicated, including the production of all ballots for 
re-verification.
  Three independent memory locations ensure no votes will be 
lost or altered. 
  Because it’s easy to use, the touch screen voting system 
will help voters move more quickly through the ballot and 
through the poll line.
South 
Carolina‘s
Voting 
System
Easy to Use
Electronic touch screen voting technology is at your fingertips.
